Meet the Spatium Software Wallet 1.0
October 10th, 2018 -- Singapore -- according to the Spatium™ team, they have just
released their highly-anticipated software wallet’s first stable version. This is the first mobile
wallet with hardware wallet level of security.
The newly released Spatium Software Wallet 1.0 comes as a fully functioning and ultrasecure cryptowallet for both the iOS and Android platforms. The company already released a
beta version of the wallet several months ago. The feedback from both iOS and Android
downloads has been overwhelmingly positive. Version 1.0 build on early adopter feedback to
give users a smooth experience, free from bugs and kinks.
User Interface (UI) improvements also help wallet users fully test the wallet out and get a
good feel for how it is meant to function. Some noticeable differences with the beta version
include faster and more responsive processing of user interactions.
Version 1.0 boasts full transaction history. It is being cached in the wallet for quick and easy
access. This history gives users more control over their transactions and more peace-ofmind that every transaction went through exactly as expected.
The progress the Spatium software wallet garnered much interest from both cryptosecurity
experts and wallet users because of its novel approach to security. While the “unhackable”
claim is popular for wallets, Spatium can back up their claim by augmenting the usual
protections with getting rid of the biggest vulnerability, the single point of attack — the private
key.
Instead, Spatium uses keyless, distributed signing of transactions. Some have already
dubbed this the “3rd generation crypto wallets” — because the Spatium software wallet
offers hardware wallet security in a mobile package. The company’s claims are bolstered by
a recent independent audit of the technology by a top U.S. cybersecurity assessment firm,
Sera-Brynn.
According to Spatium project’s CEO, Geray Yusifov: “This release of Version 1.0, of a
stable software wallet demonstrates what we can do in terms of security and functionality —
qualities that are a cornerstone of the entire multiservice platform that we are developing.”
Spatium’s wallet recently added NEO and XEM to the over 100 coins and tokens it supports.
This is part of the company’s strategy to replace the multitude of wallets that cryptocurrency
users must usually buy to store all of their coins. Anyone may download Version 1.0 of the
Spatium from Google Play and the App Store. Details about Spatium are available on their
website at Spatium.net. Their GitHub repository is at
https://github.com/CaspianTechnologies/Spatium.

